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Kingston Canvas Go Plus 256GB microSD Memory Card
The Kingston Canvas Go! Plus microSD memory card, created by the renowned Kingston company, is the perfect choice for enthusiasts
who  create  4K  resolution  videos.  This  accessory  is  an  excellent  partner  for  action  cameras,  drones,  and  Android  devices.  With  an
incredible  transfer  speed  of  up  to  170MB/s,  it  will  speed  up  your  work  and  allow  you  to  focus  on  capturing  unforgettable  moments.
Unleash your creativity!
 
Record in 4K Ultra-HD Quality
With U3 and V30 speeds,  you don't  have to worry about missed frames when recording high-quality videos.  The Kingston Canvas Go!
Plus microSD card enables smooth recording in 4K Ultra-HD resolution and creating dynamic motion shots. This accessory allows you to
transfer and save content in Full HD and 4K UHD quality at speeds of up to 170MB/s. It's a tool you can always rely on.
 
Support for Applications
The  Kingston  Canvas  Go!  Plus  microSD  card  has  an  A2  Application  Performance  Class,  which  means  faster  app  performance  on  your
smartphone  or  tablet.  Additionally,  an  optional  SD  adapter  is  available,  allowing  you  to  use  the  card  in  devices  that  support  the  SD
standard.
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	Manufacturer
	Kingston
	Manufacturer Code
	SDCG3/256GB
	Speed Class
	Class 10, UHS-I/U3
	Capacity
	256 GB
	Card Type
	MicroSDXC
	Included Adapter
	Yes
	Included Reader
	No
	Read Speed
	170 MB/s
	Write Speed
	90 MB/s
	Video Class "V"
	V30
	Application Speed Class "A"
	A2

Preço:

€ 26.00
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